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My Suggestions about struture xoops.org
Hi James Morris, My suggestion and was plan in Brasil for XOOPS Brasil and integrated in xoops.org
is:
My person is home xoops.org no good discuss, one interface for all word about project and no more.
This forum in homme no good for new users and spirit for all contact xoops.
About suggestions:
1 - Home site xoops.org is divulgation xoops.
- Link for versions
- Link for translations various langages.
- Links for documents.
- Links for Faqs.
- Links for
- Links downloads
- News about contributors sites all XOOPS word.
- Work for team XOOPS (modules, hacks, core, theme, documents, manuals,
etc...)
2 - Sub-Site dev.
- This is one sub-site of xoops, in xoops.org is exist.
- Curriculum dev developers.
- News about contributors.
- Home for developers and your team.
3 - Sub-Site Themes.
- About all themes.
- Categories
- Repository
4 - Sub-Site Hacks
- About all hacks
5 - Sub-sites demo
- About all modules, themes a site tests demo,example xoopsmods.com
6 - Sub-Site support.
- About all suport xoops.
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- Equal exist in home xoops.org, but in sub-site and various tips support.
- Links and content for all languages foruns, example: here speack
portuguese, english, spanish, french, german and more...
7 - In home xoops.org
- Multilanguage for all
- Member if loged, select your language.
8 - Recrutament for all word voluntaries for contribut in xoops.org about
content converter for you language.
9 - Wiki in site documents for all word contributor and translations into
your language origem. In my case, portuguese.

10 - Nomear members contributor for section xoops.org and relatories month
for andament in operations.
Sorry my poor english, is my suggestions and contributor for you
Thanks.
Giba
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